Assessing your child’s learning
Last year we sought your feedback as parents, through a short survey that we asked you to complete
at Parents’ Evenings. Many of you said that you would like more detailed information about your
child’s attainment and progress.
This year we have adopted a new assessment information management system, known as ‘Target
Tracker’, which will enable us to provide you with information about your child’s learning in Reading,
Writing and Number.

At the end of this parent teacher consultation, you will be given a print-out from Target Tracker about
your child. It will look like this:

Subject
being
assessed

The area of the
subject being
assessed

‘Band’ means ‘Year Group’, e.g. ‘Band 3’ learning is
the learning set out for Year 3 pupils, ‘Band 4’ is the
content for Year 4 pupils etc.

The document shows all the learning objectives that will be taught during this academic year,
ending next July 2018.

Teachers assess each child’s understanding of individual objectives as they are taught.
For each child the teacher colour-codes the statement to show how well they’ve grasped it.

Not highlighted

• Has yet to be taught
OR
• Lack of knowledge
skills and
understanding
demonstrated
N.B. At the end of last
academic year, only key
objectives were
highlighted. There will
therefore be a lot of
statements in the band
your child was working in
last year, that won’t have
been highlighted - even
though they were
achieved.
We are developing our
use of Target Tracker this
year.

Orange =
mastered
Red = working
towards
•
•

•
•

On the surface, the
learning is being
dipped into
Knowledge, skills and
understanding are
developing and are
unlikely to be
remembered at this
stage
Confidence is growing
Reinforcement may
be required from
another person or
through a variety of
related activities

Blue = achieved
•

•
•

Content has been
covered and the
depth of
knowledge,
understanding and
skills is developed
Confidence is
secure
Similar tasks can be
completed
successfully and
independently

•

•

•

Content has been
explored in a
variety of contexts
so that the full
depth and
breadth has been
mastered and
connections can
be made
Knowledge,
understanding and
skills are
embedded and
can be transferred
to different
subjects or to
another person
with absolute
independence
Skill sets and
knowledge banks
are tapped into
purposefully to
match a variety of
tasks over time

Please do not be alarmed that many statements have yet to be highlighted. This is perfectly normal at
this stage in the year.
You will also be given this document in the Spring and Summer terms so that you will see progress as
more of the curriculum is taught and understanding is deepened.
The new National Curriculum focuses on developing a deeper understanding of the objectives taught,
by asking children to apply the learning in different contexts. This means that they are given plenty of
opportunity to ‘master’ the curriculum for their year group. This will be shown by the orange coding.
Because of this different approach, children do not get taught the next year group’s curriculum until
they enter that year in September.
Your child may be working within a lower band than their current year group, in order to consolidate
knowledge and understanding appropriate for them personally. You can still expect the same colourcoding to be shown.
Please do not be alarmed that many statements have yet to be highlighted. This is perfectly normal at
this stage in the year.
If you would like further explanation, or have questions to ask, please speak to a member of the Senior
Leadership Team before you leave, who will be happy to discuss it with you.

